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Abstract: 

  

With malice towards none and in good spirit, I state that, Science presentations are ‘to the 

point’ but devoid of emotions and history. Not so in Technology. To make sense of 

Technology (especially its acceptance) it is imperative to include historical and economic 

factors. In Technology you may admirably succeed on the scientific and engineering 

front and yet be shown a cold shoulder because economists and business analysts have 

raised a red flag against your proposed Technology. Monetary factors rule above all else 

as – someone has to invest millions and make millions over that! 

  

In this colloquium, I discuss Science, Engineering and Technology issues of a 21st 

Century Technology that goes by the name Laser Isotope Separation. This is a 

Technology that has all the three in good proportions and the latest. The ups and downs 

and see-saw battles between rival technologies and some futuristic outlook are discussed 

in a Socratic Dialog fashion to home in the answers that usually get asked about this 

Technology. 
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